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Next Run 2194
Date: 11th January 2021

Mase

Hare:

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver: Baron
Co
Dingo
Hare:

Theme:

Fallen
Hashmen

Run Neil Hawkins Park.From Freeway, East on Hodges Drive / Grand
Site: Blvd, right at Boas Ave into carpark at end
Grub: Yes

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Bravefart & Boof
Upcumming Runs

Run

Date

Hares

Van Driver

2195
2196
2197

18 Jan
25 Jan
1 Feb

Wimpy
Concorde
Mel Adjusted

Biggles
Blow Job
Boof

If you can’t take your turn at driving the van
YOU need to find someone to swap out with

Contact the On Sec: Donka hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2193 - You Take the High road
Preamble:

_Crivvens, jings and help ma boab

Weel. Fit a view. Had a nosebleed jist thinkin aboot it.
36 Men of Hamersley, 2 visitors and 1 Blow-in turned up on a scorching
evening in the hills overlooking the views of the city. Bloody hot but
promise of cooling breeze in the shade – at least it will be a short run
on relatively even ground!!!!!!!!
The Run: GOD mounted the crate at 6.00 pm like a raging bull. Where
the F#*k is the Hares???. Pricks are either lost or still setting the run.
Either way, not a good sign. SWALLOW steps up as honorary Co Hare
and says, some Chalk, lots of flour and hopefully you will find the Hares
at a drink stop. Now F^*k off that way.
Circle Up & Visitors/Retuniks: The GM mounted the crate for a second
time – boy his personal training coach is working wonders. He calls for
“Visitors and Retuniks” but then notices a Blow in – Luke “Skywalker”
We think his name was Skywalker as he certainly was as high as a kite
and kept his head well in the clouds.

A little disruption from our newfound Blowy did not escape the wrath of the GM and Blowy found himself
heading for ice. He wasn’t sure of what to do so SHREK kindly obliged and gave us a demonstration. Not a
pretty site. Speaking of which – not a pretty site. Guess who leaving
CC to speak to his mate SHREK. Ouch
Visitors : SHREK, SHORT HORN (Ex RA KOWLOON H3 – may
become permanent)
Retuniks: VOODOO
General Business
ROO-TED takes front and centre as representative for the physically
challenged. Tells a good joke on behalf of the PCs – but I can’t
remember what he said. He can’t remember either!! ,
The seated cumunity included PITSTOP. MULLET, ROOTED,
MAUSEI and CAPT HOOK
TROPPO sings a song before the PC’s could sit.
BARON announced that he has been in comms with ASSASSIN,
who, despite being locked up in Canada, remains loyal to the club and paid his years membership. He says Hi
to all his old mates at the club and made specific mention of how much he has enjoyed the RAG this year–
well, maybe I made that bit up?
SCREWDRIVER told us that DONKA helped him upload new data onto his neck top computer but still wants to
limit the information he gives to the members – as he thinks they can only handle data in small doses. 74 days
to Poor Mans Hash. Pay before the end of Feb to get the $25 deal. $50 if pre-registered before the day and
$75 on the day. Think about it boys
Private Number Plates
Polly from Perth Hash is trying to organise private number plates for hash members and clubs. They are
pursuing contacts now to try and secure 1 HHH number plates. If possible, he will try and organise 1 HHH 4
for the Hamersley van, and is happy to take orders for Hamersley members for numbers beyond HHH 4.
Anyone interested then contact Polly on 0419 776 348 or
polly@book-keepernetwork.com.au
Charges:
PITSTOP on On Sec for not reporting his accolade on POPEYE in the RAG some weeks before? ON Sec replies
that his charge like tonight’s made as much sense as Donald Trump, and therefore was discarded as dribble –
as should this charge have been. Down Down for both
GM on MULLET. GM was refused drinks at the Raffles once bouncer found out he was a Hamersley Hasher.
Turns out that he knows MULLET from Wedge Island and said MULLET never buys a drink – so GM in return
couldn’t have one either. MULLET drinks Down Down
DONKA on GM. DONKA took wife (Mrs DONK B) to Not the KINGS PARK RUN to encourage her to embrace
the Hashing fraternity. The GM cornered her after the run and forced her to wear the Wanker of the YEAR
trophy which was so wrongly awarded to DONKA last AGM.
Her only comment was that the trophy was clearly NOT modelled on her DONKA, as his was twice the size!! Maybe it was modelled on the GM? GM drinks Down Down

ROOTED on BRAVEFART. POPEYE phoned and said the Hamersley attendance book was missing and could
ROOTED write down all attendees at the Not the Kings Park Run. ROOTED did this then BRAVEFART turned up
late with missing Book. BRAVEFART blamed Young DAGS?, everyone blamed POPEYE who was missing in
action (like his book). Down Down for BRAVEY
COOKIE on BARRELINA. BRAVEFART stepped in to drive the van on behalf of BARRELINA. BARRELINA
volunteered to pick up COOKIE as part of the carpool. COOKIE said the high standards of the neighbourhood
were brought into disrepute as no one there had ever seen a Ford Focus on their streets before.
BARRELINA drinks down down
CONCORD on XYZ. CONCORD complained that XYZ forced him to mark all the FT’s up and down the steep
hills, and in the meanwhile pissed off with his GPS and left CONCORD wondering the hills – lost like a newborn
lamb. XYZ drinks down down
GM on all runners / walkers to succumbed to slipping on the trail. This Included KAZI, SQUIRT, and the GM
himself
Accolade’s to BARRELINA for his continuous stream of Jokes.
To TROPPO for standing in as Song Master and introducing a suite of family songs - Man named Jed, Jethro, Granny
and soon to be dead then resurrection of Granny. Down in Alabama also got a mention.
SWALLOW caught the attention of some members. Clean shaven leaving a small neat goaty, - looking like an old RAF
pilot. All he needs is a plane (useful as he’s not allowed to drive)
CONCORDE for riding up Welshpool road to run site. SHREK for being a dumb arse in riding “down” Welshpool Road
thinking it was a breeze, forgetting that he would have to ride back up to get home.

WOW:
The extremely quiet and inert RA took the crate sporting Armani jacket but obviously forgot to pack
his trousers. He asked where the resident Wanker was (MTM) but discovered he was in non-attendance. OK,
let’s get spare Wanker shirt from BUS. – Oops there isn’t one! OK, Haberdash (PRECIOUS) get a new one from
stock. OOPs left the bag of gear at home.
What a pair of WANKERS – there’s the first two nominations from the floor
BRAVEFART nominates BJ for sitting on rock during circle.
RA nominates XYZ for setting a 7.5 km run, in country that mountain goats would have struggled with, in
temps of 30+ deg
RA nominates WIMPY for causing shit
GASMAN nominates TAMPAX for asking the driver of the carpool to stop on the freeway so he could check if
he had left his phone in his bag, in the boot. Carpool pulls off the freeway on an epic drive to discover that
TAMPAX’s phone is not in his bag – but in his pocket. What a WANKER and by rapturous cheer from the
members, gets awarded the shirt – which didn’t exist because there wasn’t one!
Run Report: 12 or so runners set off at a gallop – downhill and tested out some tricky, steep false trails. One
in particular saw COOKIE, BRAVEFART and REPLICAR claw their way to the top of one and disappear around a
corner. As they didn’t return, next up was DONKA and TROPPO. On reaching the top the three musketeers,
jumped out from behind a bush with big smiles and shouted False Trail. Let’s see if they will still be smiling
next year!
The run carried on up and down very steep, pee gravel slopes causing a few prangs on the way. A second split
for walkers and runners saw the walkers at the drink stop well before the main runners – and those lagging
behind.

SHORT HORN gave the run report and thought it was a good run, like what you’d expect in Asia. Well-marked
although maybe a little long given the heat and terrain.
8 out of 10 , he said, but XYZ did asked if it could be written up nicely and given full marks. Mmmmm, not sure
I can do that but full marks for the drink stop and food (Was it Sour Kraut or just meat from the ovens?)
Ice:
Used by many on a very warm night including:
Luke “SKYWALKER” our Blow-in, SHREK for being SHREK, KAZI for putting shit on the RA of not wearing Hash
Gear, ROOTED for also causing Shit

Next Week’s Run:
MACE and Co Hare DINGO at Neil Hawkins Park , Joondalup. Don’t forget, the run, set in Hamersley Tradition,
is a tribute to Fallen Hashmen so wear your best gear.
Next week’s Van driver:
BARON
Hash Lunch:
Friday 8th January 2021. Venue Shy Johns Brewery & Yum Cha, Yagan Square.

Hares Act XYZ was somewhat wayward in his act. Thanked his helpers, especially SWALLOW who was dead
set-in setting fire to the whole hillside. SHREK came to the rescue (God help us).
Well done boys for a good run and good food.
Song: BLOW JOB sings out with Song No 1

ON ON

C-Man / Donka 8/52

ON ON
Pre-Amble to Poor Man’s Hash
Perth Crankers Post Covid Party
Start Date 6/02/2021
Poor Man’s Nash Hash 2021

Nash Hash Adelaide 2021
November 2021
Trinidad & Tobago 2022
29 April – 1 May 2022

19-20 March 2021p
Your Hash event here
Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

